May 24, 1961

TO ALL DISTRIBUTORS AND DEALERS:

Re: M.G.A. 1600
Austin Healey '3000'
Austin A99

Gentlemen:

We wish to draw your attention to Service Memoranda MG/332 and A272 dated October 18, 1960 which details steps to be taken to maintain the braking efficiency and maximum pad life on the disc brakes fitted to the above vehicles.

Investigation of complaints received on this subject reveal, however, that the procedure detailed in the above-mentioned Service Memoranda is not being followed, with consequent premature wear of brake pads, and subsequent damage to discs.

Regular interchange of inner and outer pads during brake service cannot be too highly stressed.

Your earnest attention to this matter would be appreciated.

Yours faithfully,

HAM BRO AUTOMOTIVE CORPORATION

A. D. Woods
General Service Manager
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